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Key Issues
Historic Building Assessment
De-listing

CgMs’
Historic
Building
Team
undertook to challenge the Secretary
of State’s recent decision, based upon
the advice of English Heritage, to list
the cottage. The building was listed
as it was considered to represent an
example of a substantially complete
timber framed 17th century building.
CgMs demonstrated through a Historic
Building Assessment that the property
did not in fact retain any historic
fabric of note and that the listing was
based upon an inaccurate assessment
of the building. The appraisal carried
out by the Historic Building team
highlighted the numerous alterations
and loss of fabric that had occurred,
as a result of which the cottage had little architectural or historic interest
and therefore did not merit inclusion upon the statutory list. It also showed
the ‘special interest’ of the building was based upon ‘informed conjecture’
rather than actual architectural or historic detailing.
The building was subsequently reappraised by English Heritage and the
advisor’s report supported CgMs’ conclusions that the building should be
removed from the list as ‘the main reason for the original listing of the
building (had) been nullified’. The listing of Brookside served no meaningful
purpose and as a consequence only weakened the national criteria whereby
buildings, which really are of special architectural or historic interest, are
identified and subsequently protected.
As a result of CgMs’ involvement the building was successfully de-listed.
The building has subsequently been demolished and the site successfully
redeveloped by its owners.
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